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HERACLES AT THE Y* 

Abstract: The article seeks to show that, contrary to the standard view, the 'Choice of Heracles' preserved at Xen. 
Mem. 2.1.21-33 is not a summary or paraphrase, but is a very close approximation to the actual wording of Prodicus' 

epideixis. The language and style are shown to be uncharacteristic of Xenophon, and the fact that Prodicus' original 
was known to exist in both written and orally performed versions serves to explain why the piece is framed by lan- 

guage that disclaims strict accuracy in reproducing it. It is further shown that the way in which near-synonyms are 
used in the piece is not necessarily inconsistent with other evidence for Prodicus' practice: it is rather the personified 
character Vice whose usage conflicts with that of Prodicus himself and with that of the personification of Virtue. 

Finally, it is proposed that the 'Choice of Heracles' represented the contents, not of Prodicus' advanced teaching, but 
of the popular, cut-rate lecture intended for a general audience. 

PRODICUS' inspiring account of the 'Choice of Heracles' has been more influential than many 
works that we would today regard as more deserving of such distinction. The influence began 
to be felt already in antiquity - it is, after all, only because the story is recounted by 'Socrates' 
in Xenophon's Memorabilia (2.1.21-33) that it survives today - and has continued until modem 
times. Among the ancient authors who imitated or adapted Prodicus' fable are Philo, Ovid, 
Lucian, Silius Italicus, Philostratus, Dio, Clement of Alexandria and Basil.' More recently, the 
'Choice of Heracles' has been the subject of, inter alia, paintings by Lucas Cranach, Rubens, 
Poussin and Delacroix, an engraving by Diirer, a masque by Ben Jonson, an oratorio by Handel, 
a cantata by Bach, a symphonic poem by Saint-Saens and an opera libretto by Metastasio (set by 
Hasse, Paisiello and others).2 The high esteem in which the piece has been held by creative 

artists, however, has not been shared by modem scholars. Typical is the rather dismissive ver- 
dict of Charles Kahn: 'The rhetoric is picturesque, the morality is predictable, but the allegory 
became extremely influential.'3 It is, further, generally assumed that what Xenophon presents is 

merely a summary or paraphrase of Prodicus' original (which, therefore, may be presumed to 
have been of higher literary quality and greater intellectual merit).4 The purpose of the present 

* I am grateful to the journal's readers for their help- 
ful comments and suggestions. 

I See J. Alpers, Hercules in bivio (diss. G6ttingen 
1912); M.C. Waites, 'Some features of the allegorical 
debate in Greek literature', HSCP 23 (1912) 1-46, esp. 
12-19; G.K. Galinsky, The Herakles Theme. The 
Adaptations of the Hero in Literature from Homer to the 
Twentieth Century (Oxford 1972) 101-3, 162; D. Levine 
Gera, 'Lucian's choice: Somnium 6-16', in D. Innes, H. 
Hine and C. Pelling (eds), Ethics and Rhetoric (Oxford 
1995) 237-50. Further bibliography in W. Schmid and 0. 
Stahlin, Geschichte der griechischen Literatur 1.3 
(Munich 1940) 41 n.9 ('eines der einflulreichsten Stiicke 
der Weltliteratur'). For possible representations in the 
visual arts of antiquity, see C. Picard, 'Representations 
antiques de l'Apologue dit de Prodicos', CRAI (1951) 
310-22; idem, 'Nouvelles remarques sur 1'Apologue dit 
de Prodicos: H&racl&s entre le Vice et la Vertu', RA 42 
(1953) 10-41. 

2 E. Panofsky, Hercules am Scheidewege und andere 
antike Bildstoffe in der neueren Kunst (Studien der 
Bibliothek Warburg 18, Leipzig and Berlin 1930); M. 
Reiterer, Die Herkulesentscheidung von Prodikos und 
ihrefriih-humanistische Rezeption in der 'Voluptatis cum 
Virtute disceptatio' des Benedictus Chelidonius (diss. 

Vienna 1957) (non vidi); W. Harms, Homo viator in bivio. 
Studien zur Bildlichkeit des Weges (Munich 1970); J.D. 
Reid and C. Rohmann, Oxford Guide to Classical 
Mythology in the Arts, 1300-1990s 1 (Oxford 1993) 527- 
30; Galinsky (n. 1) 198-9, 213-18. 

3 C. Kahn, 'Prodicus', in E. Craig (ed.), Routledge 
Encyclopedia of Philosophy 7 (London and New York 
1998) 731-2. 

4 See, for example, F. Blass, Die attische 
Beredsamkeit 1 (2nd edn, Leipzig 1887) 30-1 
('Paraphrase', 30); Alpers (n.l) 16-22; H. Mayer, 
Prodikos von Keos und die Anfdnge der Synonymik bei 
den Griechen (diss. Paderbom 1913) 8-12 ('steht fest, 
dal3 der Stil nicht prodikeisch ist', 12); 0. Gigon, 
Kommentar zum zweiten Buch von Xenophons 
Memorabilien (Basel 1956) 60-3; M. Untersteiner, 
Sofisti. Testimonianze e frammenti 2 (2nd edn, Florence 
1961) 179 ('sebbene lo stile non sia quello di Prodico ..., 
tuttavia, si pu6 ben credere che Senofonte riproduca la 
sostanza del pensiero di Prodico'); W.K.C. Guthrie, A 
History of Greek Philosophy 3 (Cambridge 1969) 277 
('We possess at least the content, if not the actual words, 
of an epideixis of Prodicus'); Z.P. Ambrose, 'Socrates 
and Prodicus in the Clouds', in J.P. Anton and A. Preus 
(eds), Essays in Ancient Greek Philosophy 2 (Albany, NY 
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paper is to argue that, on the contrary, Xenophon seems to have preserved a very close approxi- 
mation of the actual wording of Prodicus' display-piece. Consequently, this passage should be 
taken much more seriously than it has been in the past as evidence for the thought and methods 
of the Cean sophist.5 

The arguments that have led scholars to the conviction that Xenophon's wording cannot be 
taken to reflect that of Prodicus fall generally under the following heads, which we will consider 
in order: 

I. Xenophon explicitly introduces the account as a feeble imitation of Prodicus' original. 
II. The style of the passage does not differ from that of the rest of the Memorabilia or of 

Xenophon's works generally. 
III.The way in which synonyms are treated in the passage differs from the way in which they are 

treated elsewhere in the fragments of Prodicus. (This will be subdivided into specific and 

general objections: IlIa and IIIb.) 

On the surface, the first argument appears to be both self-evident and conclusive. Xenophon's 
'Socrates' introduces the account as follows (21): Kai npO68iKco 68 oo(p6g ... 6bo(a'ro; TEpi 
tiq ap?Tei a&oxtopaiv?Ta Y, ? ato ?ycov, ova yC g?vrIai.t. And, with characteristic self- 
effacement, 'Socrates' concludes by saying (34), oizto 7t; 15tdK?et np6tSKOg; -iv in' 'Apexfti 
'HpaKXEou 7caieuoteuv * Kv-C6oLr,loe l?Vt TOI yvcga(;x ?IXt J?yaX?EtoTpot 1 pllatlv i1 Yt)o VOV.6 

The wording (6 Fi noq and oiuto) cow), the reference to reliance on memory and the explicit 
statement that the original was embellished with even more resplendent expressions seem deci- 
sive. Let us, however, consider first the expressions 6o rCogS and oiixo ICOq, which in and of 
themselves give the impression of introducing and concluding a mere paraphrase. It is true that, 
for example, Thucydides regularly distinguishes between a verbatim transcript and a paraphrase 
by varying the introductory and concluding verbal formulae. Thus, at 5.77 and 5.79 Thucydides 
preserves the actual text7 of two documents, a Spartan decree and a treaty between Sparta and 

1983) 130 ('only a summary of what Prodicus actually 
wrote'); D.A. Russell (ed.), An Anthology of Greek Prose 
(Oxford 1991) 93 (Xen. 'doubtless re-works Prodicus' 
treatment extensively'); R.D. McKirahan, Jr, Philosophy 
before Socrates. An Introduction with Texts and 
Commentary (Indianapolis 1994) 365 ('summarized by 
Xenophon'). P. Demont, 'Die Epideixis iiber die Techne 
im V. und IV. Jh.', in W. Kullmann and J. Althoff (eds), 
Vermittlung und Tradierung von Wissen in der griechis- 
chen Kultur (Tiibingen 1993) 181-209, goes so far as to 
say (197), 'spricht sein [sc. Xenophons] Prodikos bekan- 
ntlich [!] mit Xenophons Worten fiber Xenophons 
Themen'. 

5 Mayer (n.4) 12 excludes consideration of this pas- 
sage from his treatment of 'Die Synonymik des 
Prodikos'. Similarly, C.J. Classen ignores the evidence 
of Xenophon in his otherwise excellent treatment of the 
linguistic studies of Prodicus: 'The study of language 
amongst Socrates' contemporaries', in C.J. Classen (ed.), 
Sophistik (Darmstadt 1976) 215-47, at 230-8 (an article 

that originally appeared in Proceedings of the African 
Classical Associations 2 (1959) 33-49). J. de Romilly, 
'Les manies de Prodicos et la rigueur de la langue 
grecque', MusHelv 43 (1986) 1-18, likewise relies on the 
evidence of Plato for Prodicus' 'obsession' with distin- 
guishing near-synonyms, without mentioning Xenophon. 
According to M.E. Reesor, 'The Stoic i'6tov and 
Prodicus' near-synonyms', AJP 104 (1983) 124-33, at 
130, 'Our evidence for Prodicus' theory of language is 
found in Plato.' 

6 Compare the Platonic 'Socrates', concluding the 
'Defence of Protagoras' at Theaet. 168c: ei 6' axro;q [sc. 
Protagoras] Tn1, u?EyaXEtotrEpov av Txoi axToio 
p3oi0jnoev (the only occurrence of geyaLEioS in Plato). 

7 That these are verbatim transcripts is clear from the 
fact that the texts are recorded in the Laconian dialect. 
For a discussion of some of the issues raised by these 
texts, see S. Colvin, Dialect in Aristophanes and the 
Politics of Language in Ancient Greek Literature (Oxford 
1999) 65-7. 
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Argos, each of which he introduces with a form of 6&E and concludes with a form of oToS;.8 By 
contrast, he uses forms of Toi6ra6 to introduce the provisions of the truce between Athens and 
Sparta in 425 BC (4.16.1), which he gives in indirect discourse, as well as the text of Nicias' 
desperate letter from Sicily to the Athenians (7.11-15), which seems to have undergone the same 
kind of creative treatment at Thucydides' hands as the speeches, also regularly introduced by 
forms of otoi65?.9 

It hardly needs to be said, however, that Xenophon is not Thucydides.10 In the Hellenica, 
which implicitly represents itself as a continuation of Thucydides' narrative, Xenophon follows 
no discernible pattern in his use of introductory and concluding formulae when reporting speech- 
es, whether they are given in direct discourse, indirect discourse or a combination of the two.II 
It is not, for example, apparent why Xenophon introduces the speech of Callicratidas to the 

Spartans with trotdu (1.6.4; cf. 3.5.7, 4.8.4, 5.2.33, 6.1.3) and his speech to an assembly of 
Milesians with z(a? (1.6.8; cf 1.1.23, 1.7.16, 5.2.26, 5.2.30) or why the speech of Callias the 
torch-bearer is said to have begun 6)oe ino; (6.3.3; cf. 6.5.35, 7.3.7) whereas the speech of 
Autocles, which immediately follows it, is introduced with just 6)&E (6.3.7; cf. 2.3.24, 5.1.30). 
Xenophon exhibits the same indifference in his other works. In the Anabasis (1.7.9), for exam- 
ple, he introduces a question by Clearchus with 8)6? xit and Cyrus' answer to that question with 
?n(pr. And in the Cyropaedia, all the speeches of which are equally fictitious, surely no distinc- 
tion can be drawn between those speeches introduced by 6&5 TnO; (2.2.15, 3.3.7) or otYwoxi Ico; 
(2.2.11) and the rest. 

In fact, instances can be found, both in Xenophon and in the Platonic corpus, in which locu- 
tions like this are used to introduce quotations for which we have independent evidence. While 
it is true that, in every case, there are differences between the two versions of the text, those dif- 
ferences are of only a minor nature.12 At Memorabilia 2.6.11 'Socrates' refers to the lines that 
the Sirens sing in Homer, WV koatv cV apr TOI6?? TI1; 65?p' CiY? 86, iOXiaciv' '06UG?, gLtya 
K60o; 'AXatuv. This is a direct quotation of Odyssey 12.184, except that the manuscripts of 

8 For similar occurrences, see 4.118-19, 5.18-19, 
5.23-4, 5.47 (a treaty, fragments of which survive on 
stone; see IG 12 86), 8.18, 8.37 and 8.58. Thucydides also 
quotes the text of three letters (1.128.7, 1.129.3 and 
1.137.4) in the course of his excursus on Pausanias and 
Themistocles, introducing the first two with xtad. While 
there are good grounds for doubting the authenticity of 
these letters to and from the Great King, there is no rea- 
son to question Thucydides' belief in their genuineness; 
see H.D. Westlake, 'Thucydides on Pausanias and 
Themistocles - a written source?', CQ 27 (1977) 95-110, 
esp. 102-3. 

9 See Dover (HCT 4.385): 'although I see no ade- 
quate reason to doubt that Nikias really did write a letter, 
he certainly did not write what is presented to us here in 
characteristic Thucydidean idiom'. Similarly H.D. 
Westlake, Individuals in Thucydides (Cambridge 1968) 
190: 'Its language and style are thoroughly Thucydidean, 
as is much of its reasoning.' In his famous programmat- 
ic statement at 1.22 Thucydides indicates that the speech- 
es that he records cannot be counted on to preserve Tiiv 
&cKpiP1 a v XTiv XTEV 0VTcov. The pressing need for 
'eine Geschichte des Citats', first identified over 100 
years ago by E. Norden (Die antike Kunstprosa 1 
(Leipzig 1898) 90 n.l), is still felt today, as V. Bers, 
Speech in Speech. Studies in Incorporated Oratio Recta 
in Attic Drama and Oratory (Lanham, MD et alibi 1997) 
220 n.3, points out. 

10 Nor is Herodotus, who introduces direct speeches 
indifferently with rotoda (e.g. 1.8.2, 1.60.4, 2.173.2), 
Ta? (e.g. 1.11.2, 1.30.2, 1.41.1) and 6o? (1.115.2) and 
concludes them indifferently with TOOcTOC (e.g. 1.33, 
1.37.1, 1.41.1), Tzota)T (e.g. 1.9.1) and TamUta lcKl 
(1.98.1, 5.40.2); cf in particular 6.69.1 6 tuev 86i Toaita 

XcEye, i 6E a&ip?EiP3o TOoioG and 3.21.1-2 EX?eov Ta6? ... 
Xkyei 7rpb6; a(TOI; To016?. Unfortunately, Bers's per- 
ceptive Speech in Speech (n.9) does not concern itself 
with historical or philosophical texts. 

Il See Table 2 (p. 189) in J. Buckler, 'Xenophon's 
speeches and the Theban hegemony', Athenaeum 60 
(1982) 180-204. As Buckler notes (188), in some 
instances the introductory and concluding formulae for 
the same speech vary between forms like TOIl&?, otaV)- 
Tac and 6&E nto; on the one hand and T'cMa and trao on 
the other. Buckler's detailed and carefully argued paper 
is concerned only with the speeches in Hell. 6.3-7.5, but 
his conclusion (204), that 'Xenophon is subjective and 
inconsistent in his attitude towards speeches in this por- 
tion of the Hellenika', is surely valid for the Hell. as a 
whole. 

12 Similarly, in Demosthenes' (18.127) mocking quo- 
tation from Aeschines' peroration (3.260), Tra Toiaza is 
used in connection with something very close to the ipsis- 
sima verba. 
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Homer are nearly unanimous in beginning the line with &E?p' ay' i4bv. In Plato's Meno, at 95e, 
'Socrates' quotes five lines that are preserved among the verses attributed to Theognis (434-8 
West).'3 He cites them in an order different from that in which they are transmitted by the direct 

tradition,14 and he does not give them in a continuous quotation, but interrupts with comments 
of his own, introducing the (verbatim) quotation of line 434 with E'yet zcoq MXt. At Lysis 214a 
'Socrates', speaking of 'the poets', says XeyoGio 68 CC; Zro Tam , 6)5 ?YcIOtIat, 6)51 aite TO TObv 

oboilov iayt 0Ei S 6);S rv 6ogoiov. The quoted hexameter is nearly identical with Odyssey 17.218, 
the manuscripts of which give the line as beginning with 6); aite o6v.'5 Jules Labarbe,'6 noting 
that there is no mention of Homer in the Platonic context, argues that Plato is not quoting from 
the Odyssey, but from an Odyssean line that had by the fourth century taken on the status of a 
proverb. If Labarbe is correct, his argument suggests that the verse, so hesitantly introduced, is 
not merely a close approximation to the original but is in fact quoted verbatim. Again, at Ion 
538c 'Socrates' introduces the first of four Homeric quotations (increasing in length from two to 
eight lines) with ?y?eI Mco(; oi5TO);. The quotation is, indeed, not exact, consisting as it does of 
Iliad 11.639 and the start of 640 plus the end of 630 (with napa from 631 in place of ?Tci). But 
there is nothding that is not Homeric, indeed, nothing that does not derive from this one ten-line 
passage.17 The longer quotations that follow, as well as the earlier six-line passage from the Iliad 
that Ion quotes (537a-b), agree with the text of Homer as transmitted in the direct tradition, with 
variants of the sort that normally differentiate one Homeric manuscript from another. But there 
is nothing in the Platonic context that would indicate that Plato is suggesting a significant dis- 
tinction between the one quotation introduced by XEyet TxC; oi5To; and the others, which are 
prefaced with X?y?e or (proi. Rather, the misquotation is merely accidental, and with the intro- 
ductory formula Plato is representing 'Socrates' as modestly disclaiming the expertise of the pro- 
fessional rhapsode with whom he is conversing, a disclaimer that does not need to be made more 
than once.18 

Perhaps the most interesting example, however, is not a quotation from poetry but the text of 
the indictment which 'Socrates' quotes at Apology 24b, introducing the quotation with iXEi &? 
ntO; 6)?. According to John Bumet, 'Socrates does not profess to give the exact words.'19 But 
with one exception he does give the exact words, only in indirect discourse and in a different 
order. The official text of the indictment is preserved in (the manuscripts of) Diogenes Laertius, 
who quotes it from Favorinus.20 It contains twelve mobiles21 (or thirteen if one counts the 
repeated &a5KEi), which are underlined here: 

13 Immediately before this, at 95d, 'Socrates' quotes 
an earlier passage of four lines from Theognis, the first 
two of which (35-6 West) are also quoted by the 
Xenophontic 'Socrates' at Mem. 1.2.20 and again at 
Symp. 2.4. This would seem to indicate a predilection on 
the part of the historic Socrates; for a similar indication 
concerning a passage from Hesiod, see below, n.48. 

14 The order in which they are quoted (435, 434, 436- 
8, that is, with two consecutive 'pentameters') is found 
also on an ostracon, PBerol. 12310 (P. Viereck, 'Drei 
Ostraka des Berliner Museums', in Raccolta di scritti in 
onore di Giacomo Lumbroso (Milan 1925) 253-5), dating 
to the second half of the third century BC. Presumably 
the ostracon derives from a text of Plato, rather than of 
Theognis; so B.A. van Groningen (ed.), Theognis. Le 
premier livre (Amsterdam 1966) 175. 

15 Additionally, a minority of the Homeric manuscripts 
preserve a variant ?; x6v (for the Attic 6(b; 6v), which is to 
be preferred: J. Russo in Russo, M. Femandez-Galiano 
and A. Heubeck, A Commentary on Homer's Odyssey 3 
(Oxford 1992) 28. 

16 L'Homere de Platon (Liege 1949) 207-10. 
17 For the details, and a valuable discussion, see 

Labarbe (n. 16) 101-8. 
18 As Labarbe (n.16) 108 notes, Ion does not correct 

his interlocutor's lapse. 
19 J. Bumet (ed.), Plato's Euthyphro, Apology of 

Socrates and Crito (Oxford 1924) ad loc. Further in the 
same note Bumet says that 'the formulation of the charge 
put into the mouth of Socrates in this passage differs con- 
siderably' from the official version. 

20 That the version given at Diog. Laert. 2.40 pre- 
serves the authentic wording of the indictment is well 
argued by E. De Strycker and S.R. Slings (eds), Plato's 
Apology of Socrates (Mnemosyne Suppl. 137, Leiden 
1994) 84-5. 

21 For this term, which denotes essentially a lexeme 
that is neither prepositive nor postpositive, but can occur 
anywhere in a sentence, see K.J. Dover, Greek Word 
Order (2nd edn, Cambridge 1968) 12-14. 
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a8iK?ci CowKpaTiq, oiug p?V 1 Vr6Xt; voiil5 Oeoti; OV vogii(ov, teEpa &8i Kaivta 8aXiO6vXa eitryoI)- 
evo- a?tlKei &8 KCa TOX ; veoix; 5la(pe0ipov. 

Apart from ?iarlyotL?Evo; and the repeated &a8K?i, Plato's text preserves the same mobiles in the 
same form, allowing for the adjustments necessary to accommodate indirect discourse: 

XcoKpa&t (pTiiv awliKEUiV TO;s TE V?OWD; iaipOEipOVta Kai 0MeO0 oix ; iO t IXI; voi4?Lti OVi vojLiuovxa, 

i?Tpa e 8Oaitg6vta iKatva. 

The indictment is also quoted by Xenophon, once in the Apology (10) and once in the 
Memorabilia (1.1.1). In the latter instance it preserves exactly the same words in exactly the 
same order as the text of Diogenes Laertius, except that it gives ?ic(p?pov for ?iYsTYOi|E?Vo; 

(which was omitted in the Platonic version). This time, however, it is not in the mouth of 
'Socrates' but in that of the author himself, who introduces the quotation with ie h?V yap ypcpTi 
KaCt' aXTo0 zotdao? 1tS nv. 

It would appear, then, that when Xenophon or Plato introduces a quotation with some such 

expression as J6S ztoX; or zotdoe ztI we are not required to assume that the quotation is merely 
a paraphrase or a summary. In fact, if we were fortunate enough to have a page from the works 
of Thales or Anaximander or Pythagoras quoted at the level of accuracy of the quotations 
referred to in the previous two paragraphs, we would be in a position to rewrite the early history 
of philosophy. We have more than a page of Prodicus introduced in this way by Xenophon's 
'Socrates'. Of course, 'Socrates' is here unusually insistent upon his uncertainty in quoting, 
adding to his introduction ioca Ey&0 |t?vllaxLi and concluding with the claim that Prodicus 

EKO(CT7rlq? ... taq yvcXIaq ?Ti1 LEa?yaX?toTpo1t; PflgoaoV ri ?yc VVv. But this quotation is many 
times longer than those referred to in the previous paragraphs, being nearly one thousand words 
in length in contrast to the 21 words that comprise the text of the indictment of Socrates, the next 

longest such quotation. In addition, the nature of the text quoted from Prodicus is such that it 
sets it apart from the poetic and documentary texts that we have been referring to. This is a mat- 
ter that has not, I think, been sufficiently appreciated. Prodicus' narrative of the 'Choice of 
Heracles' is, indeed, a written text - 'Socrates' cites it as appearing ev TCot vuyypidguaaTi TOnt 7?pl 

'HpaKXMo)2 22 - but it is also an epideixis, a display-piece that, as 'Socrates' says, using the pres- 
ent tense, Prodicus performs for numerous audiences: oi7Ep &j KCXai 7X?iTToi; ?71i5?iKVDTal. It 
is not, therefore, comparable to the public speeches that Thucydides (and Xenophon, in the 

Hellenica), or his source, had to reconstruct on the basis of a single oral presentation. But nei- 
ther is it comparable to the Homeric and othera tor written poetic texts whose fixed metrical form 
facilitated memorization. 

When a prose author cites a poet, whether quoting from memory or after consulting a written 
text, there is something like an objective guarantee that the quotation is accurate, namely the 
form of the verse. Poetic quotations are familiar features in the work of fifth- and fourth-century 
writers of prose, being found, for example, in Herodotus, Plato, Xenophon and even 

Thucydides.23 But in the case of a quotation from a prose text we cannot even know whether the 

22 Mem. 2.1.21. This is presumably the same written 23 3.104.4-5. For Plato, see the convenient 'Index of 
work referred to by Plato, Symp. 177b: ei 6e poUXei aucx Quotations' in L. Brandwood, A Word Index to Plato 
oKEXaY0a6i tot(; T pr7a-OTOD; cO(piOTa&;, 'HpaKcEouqi; uv (Leeds 1976) 991-1003. In the orators, apparently, poet- 
KXai KaXcov ?icaivou; KataXo'yarliv aoWyypa(cpev, Cajnep ic quotations do not occur until after the middle of the 
O pTXicTto; InpO6iK0;. According to schol. Ar. Nub. 361 fourth century, when Aeschines sets the fashion: Aeschin. 
(= 84 B 1 DK) the work was entitled Horae: (peperal 1.128-9, 144-50, 151-2, 2.144, 158, 3.135; Dem. 19.243, 
6ie Kai HpoiKoU 3pXitov ?7nypa0p6levov fQpat, ev 1t 245, 247, 255; Lycurg. Leocr. 92, 100, 103, 107, 109, 

?enoir1nK Tv 'HpaKXoa Tfit 'Ape?zt K tri t K KaKiot 132. 
ouvTuyxavovta ... 
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author is attempting to quote verbatim unless we have independent evidence for the original. 
Nor am I aware of any instance before Aristotle where we have such independent evidence.24 
Indeed, in some cases it is a matter of heated controversy as to whether we are even dealing with 
citation of an actual original, as opposed to outright invention or parody. While Plato's (verba- 
tim?) seventeen-word citation of Protagoras' famous man-the-measure statement (Theaet. 152a) 
can be confidently ascribed to a genuine work of Protagoras, scholars continue to debate the gen- 
uineness of, e.g., Protagoras' myth, the 'Defence of Protagoras' and the speech of Lysias.25 The 
reason there is debate in the first place is the absence of any independent evidence for the exis- 
tence of such works by Lysias and Protagoras. In the case of Prodicus, however, we know that he 
wrote a 'Choice of Heracles'; the only question is that of how close Xenophon's version is to the 
original. In the absence of a demonstrable parallel, either in the form of an extended verbatim quo- 
tation or a paraphrase, we do not even know whether we are entitled to expect the one or the other. 

Further, the fact that what Xenophon is quoting is an epideixis that existed both in written and 
orally performed versions raises additional questions that we are not in a position to answer. 
What, for example, was the relationship between Prodicus' written text and the epideixis that he 
performed for numerous audiences?26 What is the basis of Xenophon's familiarity with the 
story? Was he, for example, a witness to the conversation between Socrates and Aristippus in 
which Socrates repeated Prodicus' story? Or was Xenophon directly acquainted with Prodicus' 
account in its written form? Or did Xenophon himself hear Prodicus perform it?27 If so, did he 
hear it only once or on several occasions? And how did Socrates become acquainted with the 
story that he is represented as repeating to Aristippus? Did he hear one or more of Prodicus' per- 
formances?28 Or did he read the story?29 It is disconcerting to be forced to acknowledge that we 
cannot even come close to answering any of these questions. But at least a recognition of the 
multiform character of Prodicus' story allows us to raise the possibility that this very character 
may have made necessary the kind of verbiage that Xenophon uses to introduce it. That is, even 

24 Isocrates' citations from his own work in his 
Antidosis are clearly a special case and are not relevant to 
our concerns here. 

25 Prot. 320c-22d, Theaet. 166a-68c, Phdr. 230e-34c. 
For a recent attempt to argue that the myth in Prot. is gen- 
uinely Protagorean, see K.A. Morgan, Myth and 
Philosophy from the Presocratics to Plato (Cambridge 
2000) 132-54, and note the suggestive confirmatory argu- 
ment by R.L. Fowler, 'Herodotos and his contempo- 
raries', JHS 116 (1996) 86-7. 

26 For an excellent account of the range of possibili- 
ties, see R. Thomas, 'Prose performance texts: epideixis 
and written publication in the late fifth and early fourth 
centuries', in H. Yunis (ed.), Written Texts and the Rise of 
Literate Culture in Ancient Greece (Cambridge 2003) 
162-88, esp. 180-5; similarly, eadem, Herodotus in 
Context. Ethnography, Science and the Art of Persuasion 
(Cambridge 2000) 254: 'Prodicus' story of the choice of 
Heracles, for instance, was often presented ... and circu- 
lated in a written version, though it cannot necessarily be 
assumed that this meant Prodicus actually read it out 
from the text in front of his audience.' In fact, Aristotle 
says explicitly (Rhet. 1415bl5-17 = 84 A 12 DK) that 
whenever his audience began to nod off, Prodicus would 
inject a little something from his 50-drachma lecture. It 
is, therefore, quite likely that any given oral presentation 
differed both from the prepared (written?) version and from 
other oral presentations of 'the same' lecture. Compare the 

discernible discrepancies between Demosthenes' and 
Aeschines' references to each other's words and the sur- 
viving written speeches: K.J. Dover, Lysias and the Corpus 
Lysiacum (Berkeley and Los Angeles 1968) 168-9. 

27 We can assume from the wording of PI. Apol. 19e 
that Prodicus was still alive in 399, although we do not 
know how far beyond that year he lived. There is no rea- 
son to have confidence in Philostratus' notice (VS 1.12 = 
84 A la DK), that 'Xenophon the son of Gryllus, when he 
was a prisoner in Boeotia, used to listen to Prodicus'; see 
H.R. Breitenbach, RE 9A.2 (1967) 1571-2. 

28 So Gigon (n.4) 62. The Platonic 'Socrates' in fact 
claims (Crat. 384b) that he heard Prodicus' one-drachma 
epideixis (but not the 50-drachma one); refers to a con- 
versation with Prodicus (Phdr. 267b); represents himself 
as having very often heard (lupita tva a&KKwicoa) 
Prodicus distinguishing the meanings of words (Chrmd. 
163d); and even considers himself a pupil of Prodicus 
(Prot. 341a, Meno 96d). 

29 Or hear someone give a reading of it, as 'Socrates' 
is said to have heard Zeno read from his writings at the 
home ofPythodorus (P1. Parm. 127c)? For statements or 
implications about 'Socrates' reading, see PI. Phd. 98b 
(Anaxagoras), Theaet. 152a (Protagoras), Gorg. 462b-c 
(Polus), Xen. Mem. 1.6.14 (tois; rloraupoi; Tr)v ndXal 
oo(p)v avSpcov, O;S EKE?VOt Ka1COrX0toV Ev tppXiot; ypa- 
V/avze;, which 'Socrates' and his friends read together 
and excerpt). 
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if Xenophon transcribed verbatim the written text of Prodicus' fable,30 he could expect that some 
of his contemporaries may have heard Prodicus deliver an oral performance of it, a performance 
that would likely have impressed its hearers as being more flamboyant than the dry and lifeless 
words on the page. 

II 

Let us, then, turn to an examination of those words, to see if any conclusions can be reached 
regarding the degree to which they accord with or diverge from the style of Xenophon. To begin 
with, we should not consider the dialect of the piece, which is manifestly Attic, as providing evi- 
dence of Xenophon's interference.31 The surviving works of, and quotations from, Gorgias of 
Leontini, Alcidamas of Elaea and Thrasymachus of Chalcedon are all in Attic.32 In Greek liter- 
ary texts dialect is largely a matter of genre, and the Attic dialect was as appropriate to an epi- 
deixis as the Ionic to a medical treatise. The matter of dialect aside, scholars have relied on gen- 
eralities and overall impressions in assessing the style of the passage. Not surprisingly, they have 
come to differing verdicts. For example, Mario Untersteiner, noting the presence of 'echoes of 
Gorgias' figures of speech', concluded that the style was not that of Prodicus, whereas H.J. Rose 
considered that the very Gorgianic rhetoric that supposedly characterizes the passage 'belongs 
rather to Prodikos than to Xenophon himself'.33 As it happens, we do not have a single direct 
quotation from Prodicus with which to compare this passage, so that we cannot tell to what 
degree it accords with the style of Prodicus. We can, however, see that some of the features of 
the passage do not appear to be Xenophontic. For example, the comparative 7kirtaiicT?pov (23: 

x;g 6' ?y?vovTo 71rjlaizT?epov TOiD 'HpacKXEoug) occurs only here in Xenophon, who regularly 
uses &yyVoTep- (11 times; cf esp. Anab. 1.8.8 OT? &e yytTepov &yiyvovTo). Earlier (21) Heracles 
was described as having reached the age at which young men become 'independent', using a 
word (aitoKpictop?;) that Xenophon uses elsewhere some half-dozen times, but only in con- 
nection with 'absolute' rulers or ambassadors 'plenipotentiary'. And, in general, the passage 
contains an unusually large number of vocabulary items not elsewhere found in the Xenophontic 
corpus. The passage, 976 words in length, contains 15 words that are hapax legomena in the 
works of Xenophon: KaO9apo'TTS, TIoXAOaXPKia, a7iaroT6r;s, 5adine7t?iv, 6a|cL,3'4 ayEutoS;, 

30 Or rather, a portion of the written text. For, even if 
the Aristophanic scholiast (n.22) had not told us so 
explicitly (npooKXkivat TfiI 'Aperit Tov 'HpaKXoa Kaco 
Toi) ?Ke?ivrj; i6picTa; lnpoKpival Tcv lTpooKacipv Tri 
KaKiad il6ovCov), we would be confident that Prodicus' 
tale continued on, after the point at which Xenophon 
breaks off, to include an indication of Heracles' choice 
between the two women. 

31 Thus Alpers (n. 1) 17: 'Omnino fabulae Prodiceae, 
quam dialecto lonica scriptam fuisse veri simile est, 
genus dicendi mutare debebat Xenophon, qui Attico ute- 
batur sermone.' 

32 For Gorgias and his influence, see Blass (n.4) 1.56, 
Schmid and Stahlin (n. 1) 1.3.63 and 96. For an excellent 
account of Thrasymachus and his oratory, see S.A. White, 
'Thrasymachus the diplomat', CP 90 (1995) 307-27. It is 
not clear whether the Attic elements should be purged 
from the fragments of Diogenes ofApollonia; see A. Laks 
(ed.), Diogdne d'Apollonie. La derniere cosmologie pre- 
socratique (Lille 1983) xv. According to K. Dover, The 
Evolution of Greek Prose Style (Oxford 1997) 85-6, Zeno 
of Elea wrote in Attic, but I am aware of no evidence that 
would support Dover's claim. 

33 M. Untersteiner, The Sophists (English trans., 
Oxford 1954) 207; cf Mayer (n.4) 12: 'fir uns steht fest, 
dal3 der Stil nicht prodikeisch ist' (Mayer's emphasis). 
H.J. Rose, A Handbook of Greek Literature from Homer 
to the Age of Lucian (4th edn, London 1950) 258 n.19. 
The discussion in L. Gautier, La langue de Xenophon 
(Geneva 1911) 105-8, is somewhat more substantial, but 
comes to the paradoxical conclusion (a) that the passage 
is not essentially different from the language and style of 
Xenophon generally, and (b) that, 'sciemment, pour des 
motifs stylistiques, X6nophon a sem6 ce morceau de ter- 
mes rares et non attiques' (107). 

34 Editors have generally followed Dindorf's conjec- 
tural introduction of Oacat in place of the manuscripts' 
&aLa at Cyrop. 8.8.12. But even if this final chapter of 
Cyrop. is by Xenophon (as is forcefully argued by D. 
Levine Gera, Xenophon s Cyropaedia. Style, Genre, and 
Literary Technique (Oxford 1993) 299-300 and C. 
Mueller-Goldingen, Untersuchungen zu Xenophons 
Kyrupddie (Stuttgart and Leipzig 1995) 262-71), the type 
of pleonasm seen in oC6v + axua is not at all uncommon: 
T. Mommsen, Beitrdge zu der Lehre von den griech- 
ischen Prdpositionen (Berlin 1895) 546-8, and add Soph. 
fr. 314.76 Radt (Ichn.). 
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i)iroKopi'sa, AI, 68ctiper'i~;, inr6aOpov, &X,OE,(XTo;, OiaGo;, cxi p;' P, 1JxpaaYTlC;, 

auXXh-PLtpux, &i,oOXo;.3c In order to determine how many hapax legomena one might expect to 
find in a passage of just this length in Xenophon, I have examined six other passages 976 words 
in length, each beginning at the same position in its book as our passage. That is, the passages 
chosen, from each of the other books of the Memorabilia and from the second book of the 
Hellenica, Anabasis and Cyropaedia, all begin at the start of the twenty-first section of their 
respective books.36 The results are given in the table below.37 

Number of 
hapax legomena 

1. Mem. 1.2.1-1.2.22 10 

2. Mem. 3.3.6-3.4. 10 8 

3. Mem. 4.2.16-4.2.30 7 

4. Hell. 2.l.21-2.2.9 9 

5. Anab. 2.1.21-2.2.21 5 

6. Cyrop. 2.1.21-2.2.2 5 

average 7.33 

Hapax legomena in passages comparable to Mem. 2.1.21-33 

As can be seen, the frequency (15) of hapax legomena in the 'Choice of Heracles' is at least 50 
percent higher than the largest number and more than twice the average number in the compa- 
rable passages. 

But even more interesting than the frequency is the character of some of these hapax legom- 
ena. The first three on the above list (given in the order in which they appear in the text) are 
abstract nouns, a category that is naturally most at home in a 'sophistic' text.38 And indeed our 
passage seems to have quite a high concentration of abstract nouns.39 I have not undertaken a 
comparison of the frequency of abstract nouns in this passage with other passages in Xenophon, 
partly because of the problematic nature of the category 'abstract noun' and the difficulty of iden- 
tifying members of the class in an objective fashion,40 and partly because this passage, being 

35 The total is 16 if in fact &trc_n9 (24; the reading of 
the manuscripts, but obelized by several editors) is cor- 
rect. The verb 8tsivai is not attested elsewhere, but 
6twyyiyvFcTOat is found in just the required meaning and 
with the same participial construction (Ar. Av. 45; Thuc. 
5.16.1; Xen. Mem. 4.8.4); the future 6tayEvi 'ieaat, 
however, is not attested before the time of Epictetus 
(fr. 25 Schenkl) and Plutarch (Demetr. 49.7). 

36 So, for example, Mem. 3.1 has eleven sections and 
3.2 has four, so the passage selected begins at the start of 
3.3.6. 

37 The following are the hapax legomena found for 
each passage: 1: Xixvo;, binepea0oietv, &Xc xovtKo;, 
&pxeXOvIm FpaonxpihcP%tLo; &v6pXRo68IoI'j;,i npoo- 
PM13aEmv, 86w1OCaX1Kah So' Vo)OectiKo';, &pcuXiv&itv; 2: 
ii(lio;, KI.PepvrfuCIKO, E'p&(lstXXo0, ErXczvVpiX, rXqxcpovia, 
aCpxaXpeGi(X, KCCxTvKoo;, rrlCgo')81;; 3: nor4poAt, 
&it?oirereaOzX &IcKETCTo;, &lYP6issatZXO;, X(XXKs-I'V, 
,eKztaiveo-Occ, oicutei cv; 4: nrapa6pXrjia, auglcxptEvczl, 
8iporo;, jsov6KpoTo;, trFtX16ptov, &iroroinoo, i"sveOiv, 

r'itanxom, gucpo1oX1i'tr;; 5: mouvant'vat, vauiatiopo;, 
irpoooClIvwva', e106opoq, 6oi5io;; 6: 'OsX6rovo;, 

gLEtovESia, 8taKPt4OPV, YVOPlojtux, ai'viPO0o0. 
38 See Dover (n.32) 46-8; N. O'Sullivan, Alcidamas, 

Aristophanes and the Beginnings of Greek Stylistic 
Theory (Hermes Einzelschriften 60, Stuttgart 1992) 32-6. 

39 Note, e.g., ilauXia, ai66je, mox(ppoaTvmI, Itontiia, 

40olxYta, Eb6w.at[toviu, &XiXOEtuX, intge'Xuta, EAi'Appoai3vii, 
Mt0ijsia, (ptXiao, 6ut6Xcxuo i;, Xij&i, giv'ilj. In addition, 
there is a striking number of neuter adjectives used sub- 
stantivally in this passage (e.g. rb bv, hc tepitva, t&%c 

XXXsicnX, 'tUx K(X?,A Kal GSCLVa, tr'a cyaOcX OKWM KaXX, 't& 

i168a, Tb Xpicufrr)Tatov, tix 6EovTa), for which see F. 
Solmsen, Intellectual Experiments of the Greek 
Enlightenment (Princeton 1975) 110-25. 

40 See A.A. Long, Language and Thought in 
Sophocles. A Study of Abstract Nouns and Poetic 
Technique (London 1968) 12-14; J. Lyons, Semantics 2 
(Cambridge 1977) 442-3. 
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concerned precisely with the personifications of Vice and Virtue, should in any event be expect- 
ed to contain a large number of abstracts. Two of the abstract nouns given above as hapax 
legomena, however, are of a particular type that is relatively uncommon in Xenophon, namely 
those in -XT1;, -TrTTro;. There are 43 such words in the corpus of Xenophon's writings and they 
occur a total of 73 times; that is, there are 43 'lexemes' and 73 'tokens'.41 Words of this class 
make up a very small fraction of Xenophon's work, but they are unusually well represented in 
our passage. Three of the 43 lexemes can be found in our passage (in addition to the hapax 
legomena KcxaapoTj;S and 4axX6oTq, V?OT|rj; - which appears four times elsewhere in Xenophon 
- occurs twice). In other words, over 5 percent of the tokens occur in 0.3125 percent of 
Xenophon's writings.42 The four tokens in -Tr;, -rTTflo; make up 0.41 percent of the 976 tokens 
in our passage, but the total of 73 tokens of such words makes up only 0.023 percent of the 
Xenophontine corpus. Further, words in -T;o, -TTrTo; occur in the testimonia relating to Prodicus 
in ways that may suggest a particular connection with him:fr. 17 DK (= PI. Lach. 197b-d) gives 
OpaoDTj;q, a word that occurs only four times elsewhere in Plato, as a word of the sort that 
Prodicus distinguishes from other near-synonyms, whilefrr. 11 and 16 DK (= PI. Crat. 384b and 
Euthd. 277e) associate Prodicus specifically with the pursuit of ovo,uitaov o6pOtrl; in such a way 
as to indicate that this was the expression Prodicus himself used in referring to his own practice.43 

A concern with ovoiiaTcov o6pO6rl; is also at issue in the case of two other hapax legomena 
in the 'Choice of Heracles'. The words ixapaoa6tt; and AXAA?irz7ptpa are feminine counterparts 
of words that Xenophon uses elsewhere in their masculine forms (xnapaTaT-nc and 
o)ki77CTrcop). The feminine forms are attested before Xenophon, but only in verse (Soph. Trach. 
889, OC 559; Ar. fr. 895 K-A) and, while there is nothing to connect them specifically with 
Prodicus, they are of a type that figures prominently in Aristophanes' parody of sophistic fastid- 
iousness over language. At Clouds 658-66 'Socrates' ridicules Strepsiades for using &d?KTpuccov 
(rather than the farcical aXeKTp.pUaLva) to refer to a hen. Some commentators regard this as a 
parody of Protagoras who, according to Aristotle, distinguished the three grammatical genders.44 
But Charles Willink has made a very good case for the 'Socrates' of Clouds as an amalgam of 
(the popular perceptions of) Socrates and Prodicus, whom Sir Charles well characterizes as 'the 
arch-sophist' and 'the sophist par excellence'.45 And in fact the &aXKtpDalva-passage may be 
intended to recall Prodicus specifically. The passage begins (658-9) aXX' ErFepa 6??i e? ipOrTpa 

tozTO0 pavOdv&iv,/ Tcov trEpaEot66ov aOrT' attv 0opOx; aippevac. In their comments on the lat- 
ter line both A.H. Sommerstein (Warminster 1982) and W.J.M. Starkie (London 1911) note that 
6p06; suggests a reference to Prodicus who, as we have seen, was famous for his concern with 
OvoLaTov O6pOOTrf;. In addition, Starkie refers to Birds 690-2, where the word o6pO(; appears 
(twice) in association with the name of Prodicus.46 And, as a parallel to 658 6?1 oa 2tpO6epa 

41 For this terminology, see Dover (n.32) 26. 
42 The quotation from Prodicus comprises 976 

tokens; the total number of tokens in Xenophon is 
312,317. I have used the figure for Xenophon provided 
by the 'Perseus Greek Vocabulary Tool' (http://www. 
perseus.tufts.edu/cgi-bin/vocab?lang=greek), which gives 
a slightly more accurate count than that given (321,305) 
by the 'Thesaurus Linguae Graecae', for reasons 
explained in L. Berkowitz and K.A. Squitier, Thesaurus 
Linguae Graecae Canon of Greek Authors and Works 
(3rd edn, New York and Oxford 1990) xxvii. 

43 E. Heitsch, Die Entdeckung der Homonymie 
(AAWM 1972, 11, Mainz 1972) 28-9; O'Sullivan (n.38) 
17-18. 

44 Rhet. 1407b6-8 = 80 A 27 DK. Diels-Kranz even 
print Nubes 658-79 as 80 C 3 ('Imitation'). In their com- 
mentaries on Clouds K.J. Dover (Oxford 1968) and G. 

Guidorizzi (Milan 1996) refer to Protagoras; see also G. 
B. Kerferd, The Sophistic Movement (Cambridge 1981) 
68-9. 

45 C.W. Willink, 'Prodikos, "meteorosophists" and 
the "Tantalos" paradigm', CQ 33 (1983) 25-33. At line 
361 the chorus names Prodicus as the only one TrOv vv 
!etecopooopotoTov apart from Socrates to whose request 
they would respond. Aristophanes seems here to be 
reflecting the existence of a personal relationship 
between the historical Socrates and Prodicus that he 
could expect his audience to recognize; see H. Gomperz, 
Sophistik und Rhetorik (Leipzig and Berlin 1912) 93-6. 

46 For possible further associations between this pas- 
sage from Birds and Prodicus, see W. Nestle, 'Die Horen 
des Prodikos', Hermes 71 (1936) 151-70, reprinted in 
Classen, Sophistik (n.5) 425-51, at 158 = 434 and 162 = 
440-1. If Nestle is correct to derive (151-3 = 425-7) the 
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To&Tou .uav6Odvev Starkie quotes PI. Euthd. 277e nproTov y6p, i;S (pIoi npO65IKO;, ntipl 

ovogdacov 6p06TrlxoS; pa0eiv Sri. All of this suggests in the strongest possible way that 
Aristophanes at Clouds 658-66 is parodying a doctrine of Prodicus', which must have been wide- 
ly known, namely that one should use specifically feminine formations when such exist (as was 
the case with nlapaoxaTg; and oviulxrpta). 

III 

While none of this proves, or could prove, that Memorabilia 2.1.21-33 is a verbatim transcript 
of Prodicus' tale, whether in its oral or written version, it does show that Xenophon has preserved 
at least some of the vocabulary of the original.47 And it is in the area of vocabulary that we find 
the strongest reason for regarding this passage as representing a very close approximation to 
Prodicus' actual wording. For even the most casual reader cannot help being struck by the seem- 
ingly gratuitous profusion of near-synonyms with which the passage is adorned. It is, after all, 
the careful discrimination of near-synonyms that most notably characterizes the portrait of 
Prodicus that Plato presents in his dialogues and, in fact, some of the same groups of near-syn- 
onyms appear in the 'Choice of Heracles' and in the Platonic (and other) testimonia. So, at 
Protagoras 337c (= 84 A 13 DK) Plato represents Prodicus as distinguishing between 
?e(ppaiv?aOai and ieeatai and, according to Aristotle (Top. 112b22-3 = 84 A 19 DK), 
rnpo6IKO; 861ip?it0o tas; fi5ovaS; EiS; ap'av Kai TEp\vnv Kait Exppouviiv. In the 'Choice of 
Heracles' we find e(ppaivaoeac and Eitppoo var , Ie6o ai, si6; (11 times) and ighovt, 
xapirtiv and Xoliprv, wptcev and repnvo . Later in the same dialogue (Prot. 340a = 84 A 14 

DK) 'Socrates' suggests that the distinction between iateue6x iv and poiaX?Oait is a distinction 
of the sort that Prodicus likes to make and Stobaeus (4.20b.65 = 84 B 7 DK) quotes Prodicus as 
defining Epox as 'Heitogia doubled'. In the 'Choice of Heracles' we find ?7ne1moELv (4 times), 
?/i9EFiia and poXaeoaat (5 times). At Charmides 163a-d (= 84 A 18 DK) 'Socrates' says that 
he has heard Prodicus make countless distinctions of the sort that Critias has hajust made among 
the words oCOIEIV, nTpdTtE1V and .pyaeh Oai.48 In the 'Choice of Heracles' we find 7otIEIV (3 
times), spaTretiv (5 times), Epyadisoa , epyov (5 times) and ?pyaTris . Many of these words, of 
course, are very common, and one would not be surprised to see them, even in such concentrat- 
ed form, in any passage from any author.49 But in many cases these and other near-synonyms 
occur in the 'Choice of Heracles' in such a way as to suggest that a particular point is being 
made. So, for example, the personification of Vice is said (22) 'to examine (KaTaaoo7tioGOal) 
herself frequently, to pay attention (eitOvKO7riv) to whether anyone else was observing (Oe&Cat) 
her, and repeatedly to stare (&aoopX?7c?iv) at her own shadow'. She goes on (24) to assure 
Heracles that, if he associates with her, he will spend his time 'pondering what delightful 
(KicexapLopvov) food or drink you might discover, in what sight or sound you might take pleasure 

title of Prodicus' work from the personified Horae who and, in fact, it is the same quotation with which 'the 
are connected with Aristaeus (for whose local cult on accuser' challenges 'Socrates' at Mem. 1.2.56-7 and 
Prodicus' native Ceos see W. Burkert, Homo Necans (2nd which 'Socrates' explains in a way that implicitly distin- 
edn, Berlin and New York 1997) 125-7), we may see in guishes between epyad`eG0at and iCoIiv. It would 
Prodicus' work an inspiration for Aristophanes' chorus in appear (a) that this Hesiodic passage provided the text on 
Clouds, assuming that his Horae predates 423. In Homer which Prodicus based his sermon (so Nestle (n.46) 164-5 
(II. 5.749-51 = 8.393-5) the Horae have charge of the = 443-4; E. Dupreel, Les Sophistes. Protagoras, Gorgias, 
thick cloud that covers the entrance to Olympus. Prodicus, Hippias (Neuchatel 1948) 121). and (b) that the 

47 So Gomperz (n.45) 101-2 n.225a. historical Socrates was influenced both by the Hesiodic 
48 Critias supports his distinction between text and the use to which Prodicus put it. 

epya4o0eai and lEOIeIV in part with reference to a quota- 49 Obviously there is no need to point out occurrences 
tion from Hesiod (Op. 311 Cipyov 8' o'6?v Ovei6io). This of elvai and ye?vo6ai, which Prodicus distinguishes at 
quotation comes from the same context as the quotation P1. Prot. 340b. 
(Op. 287-92) that introduces the 'Choice of Heracles' 
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(T?p(peOir|;), ... consorting with which paidika you might experience the greatest joy (aidXtt' 
av ?U(ppav9?irSi;)'. And in a lengthy string of injunctions (28) the personification of Virtue 
instructs Heracles to cultivate (OEpawTemvov) the gods, to benefit (?t?pye?T|T?ov) his friends, to 
serve (C(pl?Xr|T?ov) the city, etc.50 

Attention was drawn to this feature of the 'Choice of Heracles' as long ago as 1828, when 
Leonhard Spengel pointed out that many of the same near-synonyms appear both here and in the 
discriminations that Plato and Aristotle assert were made by Prodicus.51 But more recent schol- 
ars have objected that the way in which near-synonyms are used in the Xenophontine passage 
differs from genuine Prodicean practice. Before we examine this objection, we should make 

explicit the tacit assumption that underlies it, namely that Xenophon must be considered unreli- 
able in this regard, whereas other sources, primarily Plato, can safely be depended upon to pre- 
serve evidence of Prodicus' method.52 Needless to say, this is an assumption that is exactly anal- 

ogous to the assumption, long since discredited, that one can resolve the 'Socratic problem' by 
deciding which source or sources for Socrates' teaching are to be followed and which are to be 
dismissed as unreliable. As we will see, however, there is good reason why the practice repre- 
sented in Xenophon's Memorabilia differs from that illustrated in our other sources and, as we 
will further see, there is no need to regard the two portraits of Prodicus in action as incompatible. 

We can divide the objections to Xenophon's representation of Prodicus' practice into objec- 
tions of a general and specific nature. According to Friedrich Blass, what we find in general in 
the 'Choice of Heracles' is merely the frequent juxtaposition of near-synonyms, whereas what 
characterizes Prodicus' genuine practice is not just the use but the discrimination of near-syn- 
onyms, accompanied by an explanation of what distinguishes one word from another.53 

According to Hermann Mayer, the specific usage of the terms ?D(ppaiv?9YOa (?Uippocnjvr), 
85?x9oat (i68ovi), Xypi'&tv (Xaip?tv) and T?p?ItV (T?p7cv6;) in Xenophon (see above) is incon- 

sistent with the way in which Prodicus actually distinguished among these words, as we can tell 
from the testimony of Plato and Aristotle and the scholia to those authors.54 In addition, some 
scholars seem to be under the impression that Prodicus' preferred method involved distinguish- 
ing between two members of a pair of near-synonyms. While no one has made this the basis for 
an argument against accepting the 'Choice of Heracles' as reflecting Prodicean practice - it could 
equally well be used to argue against acceptance of evidence provided by Plato, Aristotle and 
Stobaeus55 - it is sometimes referred to as a forerunner of the later Platonic practice, exhibited 
especially in the Sophist and Statesman, of diairesis or dichotomous division.56 But there is no 
compelling evidence that Prodicus distinguished between near-synonyms exclusively or even 
primarily in pairs. The assumption that he did so seems rather to be a prejudice influenced by 
the either/or character of the choice faced by 
account. 

50 The string continues with teipatrov ?D ^tOIEiv, 
0epa7?ceuT?ov, 7Rt?XrnTElov. Other pairs of near-syn- 
onyms in close proximity include 5OK?iv and (paive?aat 
(22), mopti?oOeat and capXEziv (25), Ki?pavao and 
cb(p0X,eioa0 (25), ?oiCroTaoeat and lavOdvetv (28). 

51 L. Spengel, ZYNAFrFH TEXN2N sive Artium 
Scriptores (Stuttgart 1828) 57-8. 

52 This assumption is made, but not examined, by the 
authors of the works cited in n.5 above and by 
Untersteiner (n.33) 213-16; Kerferd (n.44) 70; 
O'Sullivan (n.38) 17 and others. 

53 Blass (n.4) 30-1. Blass is quoted approvingly by 
K. Joel, Der echte und der xenophontische Sokrates 2 
(Berlin 1901) 130-1, who is in turn quoted approvingly 
by Alpers (n. 1) 19-20, Mayer (n.4) 11 and Untersteiner 
(n.4) 178. In characteristically perverse and polemical 

the protagonist in Prodicus' most memorable 

fashion (and at astonishing length; see pp. 125-560 
[sic!]), Joel attributes the 'Choice of Heracles' not to 
Prodicus or even to Xenophon, but to Antisthenes. 

54 Mayer (n.4) 22-5; similarly Alpers (n.l) 19-20. 
55 See P1. Prot. 358a (ir8p, teprv6v, XapTov), Arist. 

Top. 112b22-3 = 84 A 19 DK (xap6v, T?pWtv, 
e?Dppoovnv), Stob. 4.20b.65 = 84 B 7 DK (mt0goLiav, 
Epwoa, guavav). 

56 See H.D. Rankin, Sophists, Socratics and Cynics 
(London 1983) 51; Heitsch (n.43) 24; de Romilly (n.5) 
16; eadem, The Great Sophists in Periclean Athens 
(English trans., Oxford 1992) 235. For the conviction 
that binary opposition is characteristic of Prodicus' treat- 
ment of near-synonyms, see W. W6B3ner, Die synonymis- 
che Unterscheidung bei Thukydides und den politischen 
Rednern der Griechen (diss. Berlin 1937) 8-9; Classen 
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IIIa 

Recognizing, then, that there is no need to assume that genuine Prodicean practice required near- 
synonyms to be treated in pairs, let us examine first the specific and then the general objection 
against Xenophon's representation of Prodicus' practice. Mayer and Alpers (see n.54) both point 
out that the distinctions implicit in Memorabilia 2.1.24 (i av KeXapito1a vov OV oTiTov fn TOTOV 

,' , ,' , , , , . t ,/ , i I 
?iJpol, Tn Ti av i6t v i0 aflKo1aaQ TS?p(PE?ir; 11 TIVoV OGcppalvoevo iVO5 aTOiEVO , 6Tan 8e 

ac6tlcKot; 6tiiXMov galtaT' av Elxppav0eifrl) are incompatible with the distinctions among the 
underlined words or words from the same roots as attested elsewhere for Prodicus. Here, XVapa 
is associated with food and drink, T?-pv; with the faculties of sense-perception and E.ppooaivr 
with sexual gratification, whereas Alexander Aphrodisiensis (in Top. 112b21 = p. 181.2-5 

Wallies) and Hermias (in Phdr. 267b = p. 238.22-39.2 Couvreur) record Prodicus as making dif- 
ferent distinctions among these same words. Further, the Xenophontine Prodicus himself (Mem. 
2.1.33) applies Xapa inconsistently to the young enjoying the praise of their elders and the 
Platonic Prodicus (Prot. 337c) distinguishes between ?o(ppaiv?ceat and Rij6oat as, respec- 
tively, intellectual and bodily enjoyment. This objection, however, cannot be seriously sus- 
tained. Apart from the fact that it reveals the widespread and unjustifiable prejudice against 
Xenophon by preferring the testimony of authors who lived in some instances seven centuries 
after Prodicus to the testimony of a contemporary, it ignores the fact that Alexander, Hermias and 
Plato are not consistent with one another.57 For, according to Alexander and Hermias, Prodicus 
considered Xap&a, rT?pvn; and n?(ppoanjvi all as species of the genus i 5ovfj,58 whereas accord- 

ing to Plato Prodicus apparently distinguished ?e(ppoauvro and i5 ovi a as differing only with 

regard to their objects. Further, Alexander reports Prodicus as definng erppooavr as i 8&a 
X6oyov 'iovri while according to Hermias he defined it as i' &&8a Tov o,iu,Xurov i8ovfi. 

Clearly it cannot be shown by these means that Xenophon misrepresents Prodicus' method of 
treating near-synonyms. But what about the inconsistency within the passage itself? At 2.1.24 

xapai is associated with the enjoyment of food and drink, at 2.1.33 with the more respectable, 
even morally praiseworthy, delight in the approval of one's superiors. (These are the only occur- 
rences of words from this root in the passage.) As it happens, those who have pointed to this as 
an inconsistency are guilty of an error that no serious scholar would make when dealing with a 
work of dramatic literature or with a Platonic dialogue, namely the attribution to a work's author 
of that which is expressed by one of his characters. In fact, neither of these occurrences is attrib- 
uted by Xenophon to Prodicus. Rather, they are put by Xenophon's Prodicus into the mouth of 
two different characters, the personifications respectively of Vice and Virtue.59 It is Vice, there- 

fore, and not Prodicus who applies Xapa to the enjoyment of food and drink. Virtue's usage, on 
the other hand, is actually consistent with the definitions of Xapa that Alexander (vEiXoyo; ?7itap- 
oI;) and Hermias (i Trii; rXnS if|ov#j) attribute to Prodicus. Likewise, it is Vice who uses 
?i)(ppo(ovrl in ways that are neither consistent with the usage elsewhere attributed to Prodicus 
nor self-consistent, first (24) applying it to sexual gratification and then (29) using it as the 
generic term for pleasure in general.60 

(n.5) 231-2 ('two names ... contrasting pairs ... two simi- 58 This is supported by the Aristotelian text (Top. 
lar words ... two at a time'), 234 n.68 ('there are no cer- 112b22-4) on which Alexander is commenting. 
tain examples of a tripartite latipeuo; which can be 59 As far as I am aware, this fundamental point has 
ascribed to Prodicus'); and especially J.-P. Dumont, been noted only by J.C. Rijlaarsdam, Platon iiber die 
'Prodicos: De la methode au systeme', in B. Cassin (ed.), Sprache (Utrecht 1978) 203. 
Positions de la sophistique (Paris 1986) 221-32. 60 According to Hermias, Alexander and Aristotle 

57 See C.C.W. Taylor, Plato. Protagoras, translated (n.58), Prodicus prescribed rather the use of i6ov i as the 
with notes (rev. edn, Oxford 1991) 137-40 for a full and generic term, a practice to which Virtue adheres in her 
detailed discussion of the inconsistencies involved, use of the words i85ovri (once), i65eoOai (once) and j65i;S 

(11 times). 
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Not only is the personification of Vice an inherently unreliable authority on the proper use of 
words, she herself (in Prodicus' tale) embodies a violation of ovo,uarov 6p6orll;. For, after her 
initial address to Heracles, the first question he asks her is, 'What is your name (ovopa)?' to 
which she replies, 'My friends refer to me as Eudaimonia, but those who hate me call me by the 
pet-name Kakia' (oi j?'V ?ioi (p2ikoI, ?prj, KaXoiof g? E1i)8xaloviav, oi &6 gIIOOVT?r kE De )OKO- 

ptIO6?VOI o6voiaCooaot KaKiav). Unlike Virtue, whose one and only name accurately represents 
her nature, Vice is known by two, incompatible names. Further, she will later (29) use the word 
EIai|alovia to refer, not to herself, but to the goal toward which she hopes to lead Heracles. She 
even employs two different verbs (Kocokol, ovo,uadouoGt) in the same sentence to refer to the 
act of naming her. And her use of b7TOKOplO6gLEvoI has caused ancient lexicographers and mod- 
em scholars alike to raise their collective eyebrows.61 Her idiosyncratic and inconsistent use of 
language, faithfully reproduced by Xenophon, is surely a deliberate feature of Prodicus' repre- 
sentation of her, and is confirmed by her erratic behaviour in contrast to that of her equable rival. 
For, Prodicus tells us, when the two women approached Heracles, Vice hastened ahead so as to 
address the young man first, whereas Virtue maintained a consistent, and undoubtedly dignified, 
pace.62 

IIIb 

The difference between Virtue's 'proper' use of language and Vice's violations of Ovo,a&rcv 
opOTorrl; is implicit, nor does the narrative of the 'Choice of Heracles' provide Prodicus' expla- 
nations of how words ought to be used. This is the essence of the general objection to taking this 
narrative as an accurate representation of Prodicus' method. For, as we have seen (n.53), schol- 
ars are reluctant to accept as genuinely Prodicean a narrative that fails to include an explicit 
explanation of the way in which one word is to be distinguished from a near-synonym. In this 
regard, George Kerferd is typical in pointing instead to a passage like Plato, Protagoras 337a-c 
(= 84 A 13 DK) as providing a fair sample of Prodicus' practice.63 There Prodicus justifies his 
distinction between KOIVo; and 'iao by explaining that the former involves fairness and impar- 
tiality while the latter denotes merely equivalence, and he explains that the difference between 

aiU(piGprle?iv and ?pie1tv is that the former is appropriate to a discussion between friends and 
the latter to a disagreement between hostile parties. But those who insist that the inclusion of 
explanations is an invariable element of Prodicus' method assume that Prodicus' practice was 
itself invariable and consistent. All the evidence we have, however, points to the fact that 
Prodicus expressed himself in a variety of media and at a variety of levels. Both Plato and 
Aristotle refer to Prodicus' range of lectures at different prices,64 and Xenophon introduces the 

61 Valckenaer (apud Pierson's edn of Moeris) deleted 
the offending word and Ruhnken (ibidem) transposed it 
to precede cKakookti ,E. LSJ, following the consensus of 
ancient lexicographers and scholia, give it a meaning 
unique to this occurrence in Xenophon: 'reversely, call 
something good by a bad name' (s.v. 1.3, with no adjust- 
ment in the 1996 Revised Supplement). 

62 2.1.23 iEvat Tov acuzov Tponov. In this way 
Prodicus has skilfully made a virtue (so to speak) of 
necessity; cf W.J. Froleyks, Der AFQ2N AOFI2N in der 
antiken Literatur (diss. Bonn 1973) 135 and (for the con- 
vention that, in a fictionalized debate, the figure that the 
author wishes to commend speaks second) 386. 

63 Kerferd (n.44) 70; similarly Mayer (n.4) 37; 
O'Sullivan (n.38) 17; de Romilly, Great Sophists (n.56) 
74-5; Rankin (n.56) 50; Reesor (n.5) 130-1. 

64 See nn.26 and 28 (one drachma and 50 drachmas). 
The pseudo-Platonic Axiochus (366c) gives figures of 4 
obols (6Itgoipo)) and 2 and 4 drachmas. It is surprising 
that this author, whose familiarity with the Platonic cor- 
pus is so intimate, gives figures incompatible with 
Plato's. I am reluctant to believe that he has independent 
evidence and I incline to the view, rather, that he is slyly 
devaluing Prodicus' performance (which is further deval- 
ued by containing Epicurean doctines). The author of 
this dialogue seems to have had a mischievous sense of 
humour, one which would have pleased Plato himself; he 
represents Prodicus (368c) as denigrating agriculture, 
which appears to have been the main object of praise in 
Prodicus' Horae (see Nestle (n.46) 168 = 448). 
Otherwise, the portrait of Prodicus in the Axiochus seems 
to be an amalgam of what can be found in PI. Prot. and 
Xen. Mem.: his epideixis opens with a quotation from 
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'Choice of Heracles' as existing in both oral and written manifestations. It is entirely reasonable 
to assume that the oral versions of this and Prodicus' other epideixeis differed from one another 
depending on the character of the audience, and by any standard the audience to which the 
Prodicus of Plato's Protagoras addressed himself was exceptional. His performance took place 
in the privacy of the house of Callias, son of Hipponicus, one of the wealthiest men in Greece 
and the man 'who paid out more money to sophists than all the rest put together' (PI. Apol. 20a). 
Callias' guests on this occasion included Agathon, Alcibiades, Charmides, Critias, Hippias, 
Protagoras and Pericles' two sons. It is not at all surprising that, in a context like this, Prodicus 
should be represented as sharing some of the more 'advanced' features of his sophistic skill. 
Here, in the presence of his professional rivals Hippias and Protagoras, he literally cannot afford 
to withhold his wisdom, for fear of appearing to be their inferiors in front of potential clients. 
And, in fact, all the passages in which Prodicus is represented as giving explanations for the dis- 
tinctions he draws between near-synonyms are to be found in similar contexts. For all of them 
come either from the Protagoras itself or they are attributed to Prodicus by 'Socrates' in private 
conversation with Crito, Meno or Critias (Euthd. 277e, Meno 75e, Chrmd. 162e-63d). In other 
words, all the evidence we have for Prodicus giving explanations for his distinctions between 
near-synonyms derives from contexts involving conversations within a small circle of Prodicus' 
fellow-sophists and their wealthy followers. In contrast, the 'Choice of Heracles' was intended 
for a broader and more general audience, as is clear from Xenophon's reference to the moy- 
ypaXL(a ... oxjrep 6?1 Kai ?Cc EiaTo0; ?768eiKvttal (Mem. 2.1.21). 

Rosalind Thomas pertinently asks in this connection, 'Why go to the fifty-drachma lecture if 
you can get hold of a text?'65 The obvious answer is that the text in question must be that, not 
of the 50-drachma lecture, but of the one-drachma lecture. In other words, Prodicus' one-drach- 
ma epideixis, into which category the 'Choice of Heracles' is likely to have fallen, was what is 
now referred to in US advertising as a 'teaser'.66 Performances of an epideixis before a popular 
audience and the availability of a written text of the epideixis could be effective means for a 
sophist to advertise his skill widely, but he needed to withhold some, or even much, of his expert- 
ise if he wanted to induce potential 'customers' to pay for the more advanced training.67 To judge 
from his success,68 Prodicus was a skilful businessman as well as an accomplished professor. He 
aroused the interest of prospective clients with his ability as a publicist, but he also guarded his 
'intellectual property' in such a way as to maximize profits. It was surely widely known that his 
speciality was the drawing of fine distinctions between words that seem to be all but identical in 

Epicharmus (366c; cf. Mem. 2.1.20); it takes place at the 
house of Callias, the scene of his appearance in P1. Prot.; 
'Socrates' will report Txaija a gvrlgove{)oo (366d; cf. 
Mem. 2.1.21 oaa ?7yi givqLaicu); the epideixis is con- 
cerned with the 'stages of life', which may in fact be 
what the title of Prodicus' Horae refers to; one of those 
stages is that at which a young man considers xtva xtI 

Toi PioD b68v ?votrioezat (367a; cf. Mem. 2.1.23 
aXopovTa noiav 06o v e TOni bv Plov TxpOnlt); the overall 
theme of the epideixis, the denigration of life, represents 
a clever appreciation of the 'underworld' associations 
that Plato heaps upon Prodicus at Prot. 315c-16a (in addi- 
tion to the quotations from the Odyssean katabasis and 
Prodicus' location in a store-room, note that the buzzing 
of his voice, iq( qxpovfi; PO365o;, has spectral associa- 
tions; cf: Soph. fr. 879 Radt Polp3Ei &E VeKpov oRflvo;). 
Finally, there is a delightful irony in that the overall 
theme, which sounds as though it comes from Hegesias 6 
7Cet?aldvaToS (Diog. Laert. 2.86, 93-6), is put into the 
mouth of Prodicus, whose 'Choice of Heracles' is used by 

'Socrates' in an (apparently vain) attempt to reform 
Aristippus, to whose Cyrenaic school Hegesias belonged. 
For the relationship between Axiochus and Prodicus, see 
esp. Gomperz (n.45) 105-10. 

65 Thomas (n.26) 185. 
66 'An advertisement meant to arouse curiosity, 

sometimes by withholding part of the material informa- 
tion', Websters New International Dictionary of the 
English Language (2nd edn, 1934). Compare Gomperz 
(n.45) 111 n.241: 'Im allgemeinen wurden wir uns 
vorstellen, sie [sc. epideixeis] hatten fur die Sophisten 
mehr die Bedeutung einer Reklame fiir die entgeltlichen 
Unterrichtskurse gehabt als die einer an sich selbst 
gewinnbringenden Erwerbstatigkeit.' 

67 For a similar situation in the medical profession in 
the fifth and fourth centuries, see L. Dean-Jones, 
'Literacy and the charlatan in ancient Greek medicine', in 
Yunis (n.26) 97-121, at 120-1. 

68 See Willink (n.45) 30-1 for the wealth and 
&apo6ri; of Prodicus. 
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meaning, and so, in his popular lecture on the 'Choice of Heracles' he displayed a profusion of 
near-synonyms, leaving his audience to marvel at his erudition and to wonder how these words 
ought to be distinguished. Some of the audience members will have been so intrigued (and so 
wealthy) that they were willing to spend one-seventh of an average labourer's annual income to 
be enlightened by the man whom 'Socrates' ironically calls ndcYao(po; ... Kai O6Eio; (PI. Prot. 
315e). The general audience will have included Socrates, who could thus repeat Prodicus' epi- 
deixis for the benefit of Aristippus the Cyrenaic, as reported in Xenophon's Memorabilia. The 
price of the general lecture, one drachma, is the same as the maximum price mentioned by 
'Socrates' in Plato's Apology as what the young could expect to pay for the teachings of 
Anaxagoras, purchasing them ?K TI1; 6ppjrotpas; (26d). No one has yet produced an argument 
that allows us to decide whether the reference is to the purchase of those teachings in written 
form or in the form of admission to an oral performance.69 In any event, the substance will have 
been the same, since it appears that the oral performance would have consisted of the author 
either reading out the written text or repeating it from memory.70 

We can be reasonably confident, then, that Socrates was among the members of the audience 
for Prodicus' general lecture. But Plato goes out of his way to let us know that his mentor was 
not privy to Prodicus' more advanced teaching. He does this by having 'Socrates' claim expli- 
citly that he has heard Prodicus' one-drachma, but not the 50-drachma lecture, the one that would 
have taught him the truth about the correctness of words (Tiv axiloeav itEpi OvoRiOCTwv 
O6pOTrTOS;, Crat. 384b). He also does this by letting us know that 'Socrates' was unable to hear 
the private conversation that Prodicus was engaged in with Agathon, Pausanias and a few others 
in the house of Callias, although 'Socrates' claims that he was longing to hear what the great man 
said (Prot. 315e-16a). Later, however, Prodicus and Hippias and their followers are prevailed 
upon to join the general conversation involving Socrates, Protagoras and the rest (317c-d). In 
the course of this conversation Prodicus does actually give some explanations of the distinctions 
between near-synonyms,71 and 'Socrates' says that Prodicus 'regularly upbraids' him when he 
uses 6tv6o; as a term of approbation, on the grounds that whatever is &Iv6O; is bad (341a-b). 
This apparent contradiction, between Plato's representation of a 'Socrates' who on the one hand 
is seemingly quite familiar with Prodicus' most advanced teachings and who on the other has 
heard neither the 50-drachma epideixis nor the private conversation in Callias' makeshift guest 
room, has to do, I think, with the problems inherent in the dialogue-form. For even if Socrates 
had not attended Prodicus' 50-drachma lecture, surely Plato was conversant with its substance, 
either from having heard the lecture himself or from his close acquaintance with others who 
had.72 And, if Plato wishes to parody or refute someone's teaching, he has to represent the char- 
acters of his dialogue, especially 'Socrates', as being familiar with that teaching. That it is his 

69 The Orchestra (a place, according to Timaeus' 
Lexicon, s.v., ?ti(pavqi; eiS; r7avTnyupiv) was located in 
the middle of the Agora, near the Altar of the Twelve 
Gods and the statue of the Tyrannicides: J. Travlos, 
Pictorial Dictionary of Ancient Athens (New York 1971) 
3 and fig. 29. The two most recent commentators on the 
Apology differ in their views of what could be purchased 
there for a drachma: E. Heitsch (Gottingen 2002) 111 
n. 199, 'Die Orchestra, bei der man Biicher kaufen kon- 
nte ...'; De Strycker and Slings (n.20) 308, 'There is no 

suggestion whatsoever of the young men buying books.' 
70 Thomas (n.26) 180. 
71 337a-c: d(glptoplrleiv/Epi?etv, icotvo;/'oo;, 

e?)uoKite[iv/e1CalvieTOal, E?i(ppaive?a0at/i65ea0l; at 
340b, however, no explanations are given for the distinc- 
tions oi6Xe?9iat/7lOLugiv and yeveaaotl/?vat. 

72 Plato singles out Agathon, for example, as one of 
those present in the inner sanctum of Callias' house and, 
while the love-epigram (AP 5.78 = FGE 'Plato' III Page) 
purportedly composed by Plato for Agathon is undoubt- 
edly a product of the early Hellenistic period, it does at 
least attest to a tradition that, plausibly enough, makes the 
two men friends. See W. Ludwig, 'Plato's love epi- 
grams', GRBS 4 (1963) 59-82, who convincingly shows 
(68-72) that this poem cannot be an epigram by the 
philosopher Plato about Plato's relationship with the trag- 
ic poet Agathon. Aristotle's notice (n.26) that Prodicus 
would insert bits from his 50-drachma lecture into his 
one-drachma lecture could derive only from someone 
familiar with the contents of both. If Prodicus did not 
himself make this claim in his writings, a likely source 
for this information is Aristotle's teacher Plato. 
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intention here in the Protagoras to parody Prodicus' teaching is clear from the fact that 
'Socrates' rather blatantly violates Prodicus' doctrines shortly after they have been promulgated: 
at 343d 'Socrates' mischievously uses as though they were exact equivalents two words (a'dl(pl- 
apr|T?liv and Epiptlv) that Prodicus had carefully distinguished at 337b; at 343c he applies 
?65OKI14eiV, which Prodicus had at 337b differentiated from ?EauiveiaOoa as involving no decep- 
tiveness, to Simonides' disingenuous (are (piX6oTilO; 3v i'ti aocpia) attempt to distinguish him- 
self at the expense of the wise Pittacus; and at 342e he goes out of his way to use 6etVo7 as a 
term of approbation, by injecting it into a gratuitous simile. A more accurate representation of 
Plato's attitude toward 'te coectness ofwords' is put into the mouthco of is th'Socrates' at Theaetetus 
184c ('for the most part it is a mark of good breeding when words and phrases are used with a 
certain nonchalance and when they are not rigorously scrutinized') and into the mouth of the 
Visitor from Elea at Statesman 261 e, praising the younger Socrates for his indifference to a dis- 
tinction between two erms ('if you maintain your lack of fanaticism over terminology, you will 
turn out to be better supplied with wisdom for your old age').73 

CONCLUSION 

Prodicus is known to have given both public epideixeis for a general audience and more spe- 
cialized (and higher-priced) instruction to those who could afford it. The 'Choice of Heracles' 
is likely to have been among the former, both because of its seemingly 'popular' character and 
because it was available as well in a written form which could, therefore, circulate in a manner 
over which the author had no control.74 It was intended as an advertisement for Prodicus' more 
advanced and extensive teaching, displaying Prodicus' command of language but withholding 
detailed explanations. Socrates heard it and was much taken with it, repeating it for the benefit 
of Aristippus, as recorded in Xenophon's Memorabilia.75 The version that is preserved by 
Xenophon is likely to be a very close approximation to Prodicus' original but, since that original 
existed in one written and several oral versions that must have differed from one another in var- 
ious ways, it was necessary for Xenophon's 'Socrates' to supply a disclaimer of absolute faith- 
fulness to Prodicus' exact wording. One of the features of the 'Choice of Heracles' that would 
have appealed to Socrates is its praise of Virtue. This would also have appealed to the conven- 
tional and old-fashioned (and wealthy) fathers of the boys likely to be Prodicus' customers. 
Appropriately, Prodicus' tale concerns a boy who has reached the crucial stage of life at which 
he must make a choice between following those who would seduce and corrupt him and pursu- 
ing a course of life involving traditional values. The implication, of course, is that Prodicus' 
higher-priced instruction will direct the young man along the latter path. But, in his introductory 
lecture Prodicus must be careful not to divulge too many specifics and, above all, he must avoid 
anything that might appear controversial. 

73 Theaet. 184c Tb 65 e?p?p TWv 6oV VO E K fai Heracles' is 73 percent the length of Gorgias' Helen 

tpTldaTv Kai i1 5' aKp4?ioS eeTaC6o v i vo v (although it is only 39 percent as long as Gorgias' 
nioXX oViK ay?vvtE;; Pit. 261e iKav ?ia(p6tn1T; TOb Rsi Palamedes). 

tno,Ddei4v E'til TOI; Ovi0aoIv, zXoutotepoS; ?i TO 75 And ensuring thereby its survival. Later writers 

ywipaS davDpavc'iis (pp0ovi0)eo;; cf. Rijlaarsdam (n.59) know the piece from its appearance in Xen. Mem.: Cicero 
134. (Off: 1.118) refers to quod Herculem Prodicus dicit, ut est 

74 The written version that survives in Xen. Mem. is apud Xenophontem; Philostratus declines to characterize 
somewhat truncated, apparently lacking any introduction Prodicus' style, 'since Xenophon provides a satisfactory 
and omitting the presumable conclusion in which transcription' (VS 1.12 p. 496, 5evo(pivToS; aci&rqiv 
Heracles decided to follow Virtue, but is even so roughly iKavCo; iatoypadpovro;); and Athenaeus even attributes 

comparable in length to Gorgias' seemingly complete the 'Choice of Heracles' to Xen. (510c) or Socrates 
epideixis, In Praise of Helen (82 B 11 DK): the 'Choice (544d). 
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HERACLES AT THE Y 

We know, however, that at least one aspect of Prodicus' teaching is likely to have been con- 
troversial, for he was notorious in antiquity for his atheism.76 And yet there is no hint of athe- 
ism in the 'Choice of Heracles'. On the contrary, 'the gods' are mentioned frequently and promi- 
nently.77 What is more, they are referred to only by Virtue; they are ignored entirely by Vice, 
who is concerned solely with ease and enjoyment. This would seem to constitute another 
instance of incompatibility between the 'Choice of Heracles' and what is known about Prodicus 
from other sources. But in fact Albert Henrichs has noted that, while Prodicus was known 
among later writers (Persaeus, Philodemus, Cicero, Sextus Empiricus, Minucius Felix, 
Themistius) for his rationalizing account of the origin of the gods, there is no evidence that his 
contemporaries considered him an atheist.78 For Henrichs this is puzzling in the extreme: 'No 
reader of Aristophanes, Plato or Xenophon would ever guess that Prodicus had denied the exis- 
tence of oi ntob TzOv avOpcOcov vopt6otPevot Oeoi ... I do not see how we can ever hope to 

explain this mysterious silence of the sources.' Surely Plato and (if he were aware of it) 
Xenophon could be expected to suppress any mention of atheism on the part of someone with 
whom Socrates was known to be on friendly terms and about whom he had positive things to 
say. But the silence of Aristophanes, who has no hesitation about branding Socrates as an unbe- 
liever, cannot be explained in this way. If the foregoing account, however, is correct we can 
readily dispel the mystery.79 The seemingly pious and conventional 'Choice of Heracles' is a 
sample of what the general public would know about the teachings of Prodicus. In the course of 
it the personification of Virtue explains truthfully, p?cT' Crkl9?iacq, that the gods dispense bene- 
fits to mankind (although not without Ctovo; and iintLcttEia). But it was only to the select few 
who could afford to hear the 50-drachma epideixis that Prodicus would reveal, along with much 
else, the nature and the origin of these benefactors of mankind. According to our sources, 
Prodicus explained that early man first honoured as gods the fruits of the earth and such other 
things as benefited them and provided nourishment; later they accorded the same divine status 
to those (presumably humans) who discovered things useful to mankind's livelihood. There 
appears to be a hint of this in the wording of Xenophon's text, although its implications could 
only be recognized by someone familiar with Prodicus' theory concerning the origins of religion. 

76 See 84 B 5 DK and, more fully, Prodicus fr. 5 
Untersteiner (n.4); Phld. Piet., part 1, lines 520-5 Obbink; 
PHerc. 1428 cols. ii 28-iii 13 andfr. 19 (from part 2 of 
De Pietate), with extensive discussion in A. Henrichs, 
'Two doxographical notes: Democritus and Prodicus on 
religion', HSCP 79 (1975) 93-123, at 107-23, and 'The 
atheism of Prodicus', CronErc 6 (1976) 15-21. The late 
tradition (schol. P1. Resp. 600c = Suda I 2365) that 
Prodicus was condemned to death by the Athenians and 
forced to drink hemlock for corrupting the young (no 
mention is made of atheism in this connection) is unreli- 
able and should not be accepted. 

77 The first mention of the gods hints at an etymolo- 
gy deriving the word 0cO6 from the root of the verb 
Ti&:lAt (ruIep oi Oeoi i?6Oe?oTav T&a vToa itqrlrioqoa 
g?T' adr09eia;, 27). The same etymology is found in 
Herodotus, who says of the Pelasgians: 9eoiq 65 
xpoocov6goaodv oGpeaaS &CbO TO) otoIO TO OTI K6oICo)I 

0EVTeS ... (2.52.1). W. Nestle, Vom Mythos zum Logos 
(2nd edn, Stuttgart 1942) 507, suggests that Hdt. took this 
etymology from Anaxagoras, comparing 59 B 12 DK 
invTa 8teIKCoGgTje voS;, where, however, neither 0e6o 
nor Ti&rlgt appears. 

78 Henrichs, 'Atheism' (n.76) 21, from which the fol- 
lowing quotation is taken. 

79 A. Henrichs, 'The sophists and Hellenistic religion: 
Prodicus as the spiritual father of the Isis aretalogies', 
HSCP 88 (1984) 139-58, at 142, (rightly) finds it hard to 
imagine how the 'Choice of Heracles' fitted into a work 
that rationalistically explained the origins of religious 
worship. But must we assume that Prodicus' atheism was 
expounded in his Horae - Galen (84 B 4 DK) attributes a 
lepi (p'Deo; to him - or even in writing at all? It is true 

that Philodemus (84 B 5 DK) quotes Persaeus as approv- 
ing Ta& n?pl (TOV) tO Tp?(ovTa Kcai 0,peXovTca OEo0; 
vevoii0Tal Kai TeTei?t aO(Ot mnp&irov inbO Hpo0icKOV 
yeypactpeva. But we cannot be sure that Persaeus him- 
self referred to 'what was written by Prodicus' (as 
opposed to, e.g., 'what Prodicus said'). And even if he 
did refer to 'writings', we cannot know how much was 
explicit and how much was (perfectly justifiable) inter- 
pretation. See the sensible remarks of Charles Kahn, 
'Greek religion and philosophy in the Sisyphus frag- 
ment', Phronesis 42 (1997) 247-62, at 261: 'Prodicus' 
theory admits more than one interpretation ... Later dox- 
ographers may have correctly diagnosed the atheism 
latent in his theory, but there is no hint of any legal charge 
of impiety being lodged against Prodicus. Living in 
Athens, Prodicus was perhaps also being cautious.' 
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142 DAVID SANSONE 

The string of injunctions that Virtue addresses to Heracles (Mem. 2.1.28) consists of eight ver- 
bal adjectives, carefully distinguished from one another according to their object. In this series 
only one term is repeated: '... if you wish the gods to be favourable to you, you must cultivate 
(O?pa?teu?'ov) the gods, ... if you wish the land to bear plentiful fruit, you must cultivate 

(0?pa7?wT?ov) the land'. We may assume that, in the more advanced course, Prodicus explained 
how O?pae?iTv?ov differs from e??Ppy?TqFt?ov and how e??py?TT?ov in turn differs from 

Q)(p?Xjlt?ov and, finally, why it is appropriate to use 0?pa7r?u?ov both with the gods and with 
the land as its object. 

DAVID SANSONE 

University of Illinois 
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